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Abstract: 

As statues tumble around the world, debates rage about enshrining racism and misogyny 

alongside the deeds of rulers and warriors. Questions arise for filmmakers and film scholars. 

How we can create memories of cultures, people, and deeds that have not been enshrined or 

glorified in media, and, in many cases are not even preserved in official archives? How can 

we recognise the importance of the conversations that happened in private? The creativity, 

compassion or innovations that did not involve ruling or warring? This keynote asks in 

particular about Soviet women in film in the 1920s. It takes the creative practice research 

film, I want to make a film about women’ (Pearlman et al., 2020) as a case study in using 

‘speculative documentary’ as a film form that explicitly acknowledges the first-person 

perspective - the hopes, fears, ethics, and curiosity of the filmmaker that arise in the process 

of making new, feminist, film histories. 
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